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Abstract. RSA algorithm give security in the process of the sending of messages or data by 
using 2 key , namely private key and public key .In this research to ensure and assess 
directly systems are made have meet goals or desire using a comprehensive evaluation 
methods HOT-Fit system .The purpose of this research is to build a information system 
sending mail by applying methods of security RSA algorithm and to evaluate in uses the 
method HOT-Fit to produce a system corresponding in the faculty physics . Security RSA 
algorithm located at the difficulty of factoring number of large coiled factors prima , the 
results of the prime factors has to be done to obtain private key. HOT-Fit has three aspects 
assessment , in the aspect of technology judging from the system status , the quality of 
system and quality of service . In the aspect of human judging from the use of systems and 
satisfaction users , while in the aspect of organization judging from the structure and 
environment . The results of give a tracking system sending message based on the 
evaluation acquired . 
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1.  Introduction  
Letter is communication in writing containing a 

information would be delivered or sent by one party 
to another individually or organization, company, 
and the office. The utilization of technology in assist 
with the send a message/ data is part of information 
system. System information can be defined as a 
means to present information in such manner that 
beneficial for recipients for the purpose present 
information to decision-making on planning, 
organizing, control operations subsystem an 
enterprise, and presenting synergy organization on a 
process [5]. 

Mail delivery system over the internet from 
various hardware and software components that 
include the sender's client computer, server, client 
and server computer with the required software and 
services are installed on each client [3]. The use of 
the mail delivery system is not only used to 
communicate between users but also between users 
and other organizations online services [7]. 
Organizations such as academic institutions or 
business companies typically manage their own 
mailing system, providing everyone with an address 
post mail in mail server by using the mailing list [6].  

Mail Tracking is a way to monitor the delivery of 
a mail to the recipient or destination of the shipment. 
Most of the tracking technology using some form of 
digital records to reveal the exact time and date of the 
mail has been opened or received, as well as the IP 
address of the recipient [11]. In a mail tracking 
information system development needs must be 
viewed from a supporting factor for the creation by 
choosing the method of development of the system. 

 In this study add Algorithm Rivest Shamir 
Adleman (RSA) to provide security of a message or 
data in the process of delivery. RSA has two keys, a 
public key and a private key. RSA security located in 
the difficulty of a large number of factors being the 
prime factors [2]. With the addition of the RSA can 
give a sense of security in the process of sending data 
over the internet then it needs the addition of an 
algorithm or method in the construction of a data 
security system. 

As for previous research about the 
implementation of digital signatures for security 
systems for authentication data mailtracking sender 
or signer of the letter, and based on one letter if 
signed by n sender verification should be done as 
much then n times. If all n Verify valid value means 
have penetrated the security tier n in terms of 
verification. Conversely, if one or more of the results 
invalid and verification or fail then the recipient can 
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find out if the letter is received is not authentic and or 
one or more of the signatories of the letter was not 
the one who actually signed the letter. In the previous 
research for the correct letter in the menverifikasi 
send the same letter maker directly without any 
changes from others. 

To ascertain and assess directly whether the 
system has been made already achieve the goal or 
desire, in this research adds a method evaluation 
system. There are many methods to do the evaluation 
system, in this study using the method of human, 
organization and technology fit (HOT-fit). HOT-fit 
approach discusses the important components of the 
information system (SI), i.e., human, organizational 
and technological, and conformity between them 
using a comprehensive approach, sustainability and 
systematically to analyse the key components of the 
system, development, use, and net profit [12]. 

Based on government regulation republic of 
Indonesia No. 82 in 2012 about organizing systems 
and electronic transactions mentioned in article 1 
paragraph 6 and 7 containing about understanding 
electronic information which is the set of electronic 
data (sounds, images, maps, photos, e-mail, 
electronic data Interchange, telegram) and 
understanding electronic documents that have a sense 
of any electronic information are made, forwarded, 
transmitted, received, or stored in the form of analog, 
digital, optical, electromagnetic, or similar ones, 
which can be seen, displayed, and/or heard through a 
computer or electronic systems. The use of e-mail 
has also stated in the Legislation of the Republic of 
Indonesia number 11 Year 2008 Electronic 
information and Transactions About article 5 and 6, 
which contains Information about electronic and/or 
electronic documents and/or the results of the print is 
legitimate and legal evidence of electronic 
information and/or electronic documents are 
considered valid throughout the information 
contained in it can be accessed, displayed, secured 
unity , and socially so that explains a situation. 

With information from the Government of the 
Republic of Indonesia and the Republic of Indonesia 
that has been described above, making the system 
mail tracking in the systematic study of can help and 
contribute directly to provide information with a 
message or mail in send. This will give advantage in 
the proposed system can be run in an organization or 
company. So making the mail tracking system using 
RSA and HOT-Fit is expected to optimize the 
performance in terms of data transfer or messages, so 
that the information will be shared or posted can be 
easily on the monitor. 

2.  Theoretical Framework 
2.1. Mail Tracking 

 Mail tracking is the way or method to monitor 
sending message to recipients sent in a system .The 
grooves of delivery systems message that is , 
messaging transmits a message be kept in a database 
mail server messaging and system continue the 
sending of messages to mail server the purpose of 
delivery , then the system give notice incoming 
messages to recipients of a message [3]. As for 
explanation structure / a groove system of process of 
shipping mail on figure 1. 

 Fig 1. Flowchart of mail 
Based on a groove system the e-mails and then in 

system that built this users can do tracking message 
sent have been opened, passed on, status of the 
message has been in verification, and status message 
on process. Messaging to know a response from 
recipients message to a message that which had been 
shipped. Figure 2. Drawing a groove delivery and 
response system.  

 Fig. 2. Mail Message and Response Flowchart Diagram 

2.2. Algoritma RSA 
Including algorithm RSA algorithm asymmetry, 

namely the algorithms having 2 key, public key and 
private key. Security RSA algorithm located at the 
difficulty of factorization number of large coiled 
factors prima. Factorization is conducted to gather 
private key. During factorization number of large 
coiled factors prima has not been found the 
algorithms that good, so long as it security rsa fixed 
guaranteed [2]. Key to do in such a way that a 
decryption key may not be easy deduced of the 
encryption key public, as a in figure 3. 
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 Fig. 3. RSA encryption algorithm  
Key Generation Process a. Select two parameters, namely p and q, these two 

parameters must be random prime number  
b. Compute n = p x q.  
c. Compute Φ(n) = ( p – 1 ) ( q – 1 ).  
d. Choose the exponent k if : GCD (h(id), phi (n)) = 

1 Else, looping the process 1 to 6 and until k=1 
e. Compute d = e -1 mod Φ(n)  
f. Public key : (e, n)  
g. Private key : (d, n) 
Encryption Process a. use public key (e, n). b. Choose plainteks M, 0 ≤ M ≤ n -1 . 
c. Compute C = M e  
Decription Process a. Use private key (d, n) 
b. Compute M = C d mod n. 

 
2.2.1 Hash Function Hash function is one of a mathematical function, 
who takes a long variable string input, called pre-
image and convert them to a string output by long 
fixed and usually smaller consisting of letters and 
digits look random (binary data written in 
hexadecimal notation), called message digest[9]. 

Function hash one direction (one-way hash 
function) is hash function who works one direction, 
which is a hash function who can calculate message 
of pre-image digest, but is very difficult to count pre-
image of message digest.  

2.5 Evaluation System 
Evaluation research is to collect , analyze , and 

presenting information which is useful about the 
object evaluation , rating them by comparing it with 
an indicator evaluation and the results should be used 
to evaluate and making decisions on the object 
evaluation. 

Function evaluation system in this case to assess 
the implementation of delivery systems message may 
be accepted or need of improvements to systems. 
Methodology data collection using evaluation system 

with the spread of kuesioner directly based on an 
indicator variable model evaluation selected system. 

2.5.1 HOT-fit Model 
The framework of human, organization, 

technology-fit (HOT-fit) model was a development 
of success of the information system delone and 
mclean. Model evaluation explain all of the 
components that contained in information system, 
“human“ assessment or in view of the use of (use of 
system) relating to the use, training, experience, 
knowledge, hope, the reception and rejects the. 
“organization” who feel system of organization the 
structure and organization environment associated 
with management planning, control system , support 
management, and financing. While in terms of 
“technology” can be seen from system quality, 
quality of information, and services [10]. 

HOT-fit has 3 aspects and different perspectives 
in every aspect.In aspect of technology, there are 
three dimensions: (1) system mention status; (2) the 
quality of information; (3) quality of service. In 
aspect of people, there are two dimensions: (1) use; 
system and (2) satisfaction users.In the organization, 
there are two dimensions: (1) structure; and (2) 
environment.  

As for explanation three aspects that side in figure 
5 the following [4]. 

 Fig. 5. HOT-Fit Evaluation Framework 

3.  Result and Discussion 
3.1 Information System Sending Mail 

The sending of messages information system is a 
system that provide the services the sending message 
a message the notification letter, the meeting, and the 
permission. In building information systems sending 
mail need data of mail template   used at an object 
research. This system can do tracking message based 
on the number of letters and display information 
about a letter of the message timestamp opened, 
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continued, verification status, and the status of being 
processed.  

3.1.1 Algoritma pembangkitan kunci 
In this section, the method proposed is RSA 

algorithm. Figure 6. Show diagram a groove 
algorithm key power station. The first step in key 
generation is choose two random prime number for p 
and q, after that calculate n = p*q. Next step is 
calculate value of modulo phi(n)=(p-l)*(q-l). User 
input their email id as a parameter e, and get decimal 
value for email id using CRC hash function h(id)= 
hash (e). After that test either GCD (h(id),phi(n)) = \ 
or not. If value of GCD=\, so that email id can be a 
public key, and if GCD is not equal to one, the 
process will be looping from the first step to get new 
value of modulo until GCD equal to one.   

 Fig. 6. Flow chart of i-RSA algorithm key generation 
 

Table 1. Implementasikan algoritma RSA 

 
 
 
 

Mail 
Number Body Publik 

Key 
Mod 
Key 

SJ/1234/
1234 

45210314256651
77139474881346
19423483169508
409774... 

5 
56147
51370
74647

1 
SJ/1234/

1235 
18166919899580
88317003231629
24523983937999
54485 ... 

5 
54330
61389
05752

1 
SJ/1234/

1236 
751333.1506281
076143469.2696
393490444714.5
754029... 

5 
86700
71634
75445

7 
SJ/1234/

1237 
44607137016374
43034136082750
97128007003498
064 11... 

5 49342
63999
04741 

SJ/1234/
1238 

17414316771650
25210602200574
18419166616584 
14364... 

5 25296
86176
6199 
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3.1.2 Mail Tracking 
Figure 7. Showing menu tracking a message from information systems that built. The first step in do tracking 

message by inserting number a message to his search string, after that select the search button  

Fig. 7. Mail Tracking 
Figure 8. Showing the parts of a feature system can give status message sent. Status the message of status 

verification and status being processed. If the message has been in verification so menu the  

Fig. 8. Status mail   
 
3.2 Evaluasi Implementasi Sistem Informasi 

Pengiriman Pesan 
The final stage is do the analysis afterwards 

evaluation of the implementation of a system of 
information the sending of messages which have 
been made .This research use the model hot fit 
developed by 3 yusof et al 2006 to assess the 
success of the implementation of information systems 
the sending of messages .Hot fit model is a model 
that complete and most according to the condition of 

the existing problems compared with a model that 
other. 
then the system will do the search based on the   
number the letter. The result of the process search 
provides information that of the message has been is 
read with details date and time opened, and 
information message has forward. 
 
 
verification will display messages that has been in 
verification. Where as if message being processed so 

menu being processed will display messages that has 
been in the process. 
 
 

Variable in this research consists of eight variable 
i.e. quality of a system, quality of information, quality 
of services, organizational of structure, and use of 
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endogenous variable, satisfaction complainants, 
organisational environment and benefits.   

Model evaluation information system portray a 
hypothesis the relationship between the factors that 
directly have an impact on information systems, on 
the model the evaluation was, the quality of system, 
the quality of information and quality of service used 
as a hypothesis to influence the assumption users 
against the system beneficial (net benefit and easy to 
use [2]. Hypothesized model developed for the 
evaluation of information system the sending of 
messages as follows : 

 Fig. 7. Evaluation Hypothesis Model 
 In evaluation system uses the data collected from 

kuesioner granted to information system sending of 
mail person as respondents. Users is lecturer and 
employees in the physics faculty Diponegoro 
University with the total respondents 35 people. 
Table 2. Show framework evaluation begins with the 
interpretation of the every aspect on the model hot-fit 
into one statements measurable, consisting of 
variable and indicators. 

 
Table 2. Variabel dan indikator 

No Variables Indicator 
1 System 

Quality 
System easy to use and user 
frendly 
System view is not confusing 
Security system 
System easy of learning 
The system rarely errors 

2 Information 
Quality 

Accurary 
Availability 
Timeliness 
Completeness 
Information easy to read 

3 Service 
Quality 

Fast quality and respontive 
System easy to access 

4 System Use System use to easy for searching 
information  
System Use helping work every 
day  
System use can help in decision 
making  
Level of use 

5 Use 
Statification 

Fasilities and features as need of 
user 

Need system development 
Fasilities and features according 
to needs 
Accurate information 
User satisfied with system view 
Over all system  liked 
expectation 
Easy to use 

6 Structure 
Organization 

System is a strategy for 
performance improvement 
Always updating hardware or 
software 
System has been well planned 
Institution support 
implementasi system 

7 Environment Assist in submitting letters 
Improve work efficiency 
Help make decision 
Help reach the goal effectively 
Improve communication 
between all parts of 
organization 

 
Table 3. Test results statistik-t 

   
 

In Table 3. It is a reject hypotesis or accepted 
based on value from t statistik compared with t table, 
in this research have 95% (α =0,05) value t table with 
significant of degree 95% is 1,77. 

Based on result of research t statistik, then can be 
determined hypothesis test in this research : 
 
Table 4. Result of research hypothesis test 

No Variabel Tingkat Kepuasan 
1. System Quality Very Satisfied 
2. Service Quality Very Satisfied 
3. Information Quality Satisfied 
4. System Use Satisfied 
5. Use Statification Satisfied 
6. Structure Organization Satisfied 
7. Environment Satisfied 
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4.  Concultion 
In this research has been built information system 

sending mail by add RSA algorithm in the security of 
the mail sending process. The output of system is 
mail status report has been opened and forwarded. 
Result of the system is evaluated using HOTfit 
method based on the questionnaire of user system. 
Evaluation result show that the system has been good 
implemented in Physics Department Diponegoro 
University. 
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